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This paper examines momentum-space methods as a means of implementing a scattering-theoretic,
long-time lemma on the extraction of sharp-energy S-matrix elements from a wave-packet description of
collisions. In order to concentrate on the momentum space and computational aspects, the collision sys-
tem studied is that of two particles; each has the mass of a nucleon. The formulation of the problem in
momentum space avoids any spreading of the packets and allows for a straightforward analysis, which
proceeds as follows. First, a time discretization is introduced, so that a conditionally stable, recursive,
time-evolution scheme can be employed. The momentum dependence of the full wave packet is next ex-
pressed via an expansion in locally defined interpolating polynomials (here, piecewise quadratics), as in
the finite-element method. Once the time evolution has progressed sufficiently, the S-matrix element
So(q) can be extracted from the ratio of the qth momentum components of the full and free wave pack-
ets. It is essential here that the numerically propagated free wave packet be used in this ratio, since oth-
erwise numerical errors induced in the full wave packet are not canceled, and ~So(ql~ can become as
large as 2 or more. Wave packets with central momenta qo equal to 1, 2, and 4 fm
' (energies ranging
from about 30 to 500 MeV) have been studied, and the behavior of the wave packets and So(q) for
several time intervals, extraction times, numbers of mesh points, etc. , have been explored. In general, re-
sults with errors of less than at most a few percent are easily obtainable.
PACS number(s): 03.65.Nk, 03.80.+ r
I. INTRODUCTION
The most fundamental description of quantal scatter-
ing is via wave packets and the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation. The standard result of using such
a description has been a set of averaged scattering param-
eters, e.g., average S-matrix elements or phase shifts,
where the average is over the averaging or profile func-
tion used to define the initial wave packet [1].
This description, however, is not the one generally fol-
lowed in analyses of scattering experiments. Instead, a
time-independent analysis involving sharp (non-
normalizable) momentum states is used [1,2]. This
analysis is employed because one is normally interested in
the scattering parameters evaluated at sharp values of
momentum or energy. The time-independent (TI)
description can be obtained from the time-dependent
(TD) one by taking the wave-packet averaging function
to be a 5 function in momentum [1]. An alternative
derivation of the TI equations makes use of an averaging
function which is made very narrow [1];variations away
from the central value are then argued to be negligible.
However, it is not necessary to make the transition
from the TD to the TI description in order to obtain
sharp values of S-matrix elements; they can also be ex-
tracted (to numerical accuracy) from a wave-packet
description by making use of a long-time scattering-
theoretic lemma [1]. It states that for sufficiently long
times, sharp S-matrix elements can be extracted from a
wave-packet analysis, thus producing results independent
of the form of the averaging function defining the packet.
Application of this lemma has been pioneered by workers
in the chemical and molecular physics community, who
used it to study atom-diatom collisions below the thresh-
old for dissociation or breakup into three fragments
(atoms or iona) [3,4].
More recently, we have successfully applied the long-
time lemma in the three-particle nuclear case at bom-
barding energies well above the breakup threshold [5]. In
the three-particle system at these energies, both two-body
rearrangement and three-body breakup can occur. Just
as in the TI approach, the analysis of such processes
within the TD framework is complicated [5,6]. These
complications tend to obscure somewhat those arising
from use of the TD description itself. For example, one
of the concerns is how to avoid boundary reAection prob-
lems that adversely affect the computational efficiency of
coordinate-space methods, especially with respect to col-
lisions requiring long propagation times. Wave-packet
propagation in the interaction picture [7] and time-
dependent integral-equation methods [8] are two exam-
ples of recent efforts exploring alternatives to the conven-
tional Schrodinger-picture, coordinate-space wave-packet
propagation.
In this article, we describe a Schrodinger-picture
momentum-space wave-packet method which, when used
in conjunction with a computational version of the long-
time lemma, appears to be well suited for problems re-
quiring long propagation times. A major advantage of
the method derives from the nonmoving and nonspread-
ing nature of wave packets in momentum space. In the
present paper, the method is applied to a spinless two-
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particle system, which, being free of the complications
arising from rearrangement scattering and breakup, al-
lows us to concentrate on the numerical aspects and the
problems of extracting sharp-energy S-matrix elements
from the wave-packet description. Our analysis carries
over to the three-particle collision system, which we plan
to report on elsewhere, the emphasis in this latter report
being on the rearrangement and breakup aspects: the
present analysis of the two-particle problems provides the
background against which the three-particle calculations
were carried out.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the fol-
lowing section a heuristic derivation of the long-time lem-
ma is given. Section III is concerned with the solution
procedures, including discussions of the time and space
discretizations and of the time-evolution algorithm used.
The details for implementing the solution procedures are
the subject of Sec. IV, while numerical results are covered
in Sec. V.
II. LONG-TIME LEMMA
In this section, we introduce notation and give a
heuristic derivation of the long-time lemma. Since only
the relative motion part of the spinless two-particle sys-
tem need be considered, we are dealing with an effective
one-body problem, the Hamiltonian for which is
H=HO+ V .
Here Ho is the relative motion kinetic-energy operator
and V is the interparticle potential. We take V to be
spherically symmetric and of short range. The relative
coordinate is denoted by r and the conjugate momentum
by q.
The eigenstates of Ho are the sharp-momentum states
Iq&:
H, lq&=E, lq, (2)
where E =q /2p, with p, being the reduced mass (we are
employing units in which i}i=1). The momentum states
are normalized as & qlq') =5(q —q'). Adopting a similar
5-function normalization for the position states lr), we
have &rlq) =e' '/(2~r)
Let the precollision state of the system at the "distant
past" tP be described by an incoming wave-packet state
l~, (t, )&:
I&, (t, )&= fdqlq&f, (q),
where f~ (q) is the averaging (or profile) function, withqo
qo being the central or average momentum. We assume
that the coordinate-space amplitude &rl@ (tt, )) is negli-
qo P
gibly small within the range of the potential. In the ab-
sence of the potential, the system evolves according to
BIO(f tp )
I@& (t)) =e ' I@ (tt, )). The momentum-space
representation of the in state I@& (t) ) readsqo
&ql@ (t)&=e
' ' "&ql@ (t )&
(4)
subject to the initial condition
I+, (t, ) & = l&,,(t, ) & . (6)
To be formally rigorous, the initial condition must be for-
mulated as a strong limit in the infinite past [1],viz. ,
»m Il[lq'«) & —l~«) &]II =0 .
However, the replacement in practice of the infinite-past
limit with the distant, but finite, past condition (6) can be
justified if the potential V(r) can be neglected beyond a
finite distance rr and &rl4 (tt, )) has negligible ampli-qo P
tude within 0~ r rz.
As the collision develops in time, the system evolves
into an asymptotically free (noninteracting)
configuration, the out state. Let tF be defined by the con-
dition
f r dr f dQ„I&rl+& (t)&l =0, t+tz .
That is, the wave packet emerges at tF from the interac-
tion region, and the further time evolution of the wave
packet is governed by Ho. The S operator S is then
defined as [1]
lq, (t) ) =sic, (t)),
How large tF must be for (8) to be valid depends on qo,
the range of V, and the shape of the initial wave packet as
well as on the accuracy one demands in any particular
computation. Of course, the formal theory would require
taking the t ~~ limit.
We can remove the restriction t ~ tF from (8) by
defining for all t the out state Iyz (t) ) via
(t)) =e ' Ie (t )),
which implies, for t (t~, a backpropagation of Ig~ (tF ) )
under Ho. The out state Igz (t) ) can then be interpreted
as the free wave packet which evolves into
I
4 (t) ) in the
qo
asyinptotic future t ~ tF. We can then rewrite Eq. (8) as
I~ (t)&=sle, (t)& . (10)
In the formal theory, as a result of the so-called intertwin-
ing property of the wave operators [1],Eq. (10) holds for
all t. In its computational implementation, however, it is
subject to two restrictions.
(i) The replacement of the full Hilbert space of the sys-
tem with a finite approximation space implies either ex-
Note that the momentum probability density of the free
wave packet is independent of time, and, hence, the
momentum support of the in state is constant. This is an
important advantage of the momentum-space wave-
packet method.
The full scattering state I+~ (t) ) is the solution of theqo
time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE),
t—I+„(t))=&I+„(t)),. a
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Since S is energy conserving, we have I I]
(qISlq'&=&qn, lSIqAq )5(E E ~ ), — (12)
where S is the reduced scattering operator, and 0
denotes the unit vector along q. Hence Eq. (10) becomes
&qlX, (t)&=pq Jdfl, &qfI, ISlqfl, &&qII, IC, (t)& .
(13)
Of course, Eq. (13) does not yet allow us to compute
( q 0 IS I q 0' ) from a single wave-packet calculation. It is
possible in principle to discretize the angular integral in
(13) by an Xn-point quadrature rule, and to apply (13) to
N& different wave packets 4 obtained from Nz linearlyqp, .
independent initial wave packets 4, i =1,2, . . . , N&.qp
However, apart from being computationally costly, this
procedure is prone to instabilities, for it would be difficult
to guarantee the same degree of accuracy for each point
of the angular quadrature mesh with initial packets of
differing angular dependence.
A more practical method of handling the angular
dependence in Eq. (13) is to use the rotational invariance
of the potential. For this purpose, let us introduce the
partial-wave momentum states Iqlm ) via
I
qlm & = Jd 0 Y,*, (0 ) I q &, (14)
so that Iq) = g& Iqlm ) Y& (0 ). The partial-wave
position states Irlm ) are similarly defined. The normali-
zation convention is such that ( qlm I q'1'm
' )
5n'5 '5(q q ) q, and &rIqlm &
=&2/ni'Y& (Q„)j&(qr), with jt denoting the spherical
Bessel function. Any rotationally invariant operator A
can be expanded as
plicitly or implicitly a finite computational region in the
coordinate space. Denoting by t,„(t;„)the time after
(prior to) which the in and out states begin to be refiected
from the boundaries of the computational coordinate
domain, then Eqs. (9) and (10) will be valid only in the in-
terval
I t;„,t,„].
(ii) Since the infinite-past and infinite-future limits are
approximated, the S operator extracted from Eq. (10) will
show some t dependence. The stability of S against t in a
given calculation serves as a measure of the adequacy of
the computational procedures.
The auerage S-matrix (S) may now be obtained via
(S)=(4 (t)ISIS (t)) =(4 (t)Iy (t)). Unless the
initial wave packet has a very narrow momentum distri-
bution about qo, (S) will in general be different from
( qo IS I qo) . Our goal is to eliminate the effect of the
averaging function f (q) and obtain sharp-energy S-qp
matrix elements in place of the averages (S ). To do so,
we project both sides of (10) onto the momentum state
( q I, and obtain
&qly, (t) & =&qlsle, (t) &
= Jdq'&qlslq'Ie„(t) &
(qlAlq'&= gY,* (Q, )Y, (Q,.)At(q, q'),
l, m
where A, (q, q') ( = ( qlm I A Iqlm ) ) is independent of m.
For the scattering operator, we have S&(q, q')
=5(E E~—)S&(q), where S&(q)=pq—(qlm ISIqlm )
2i 6)(q)=e ', with 5& being the phase shift.
By projecting (10) or (8) onto the partial-wave state
Iqlm ), we obtain the partial-wave versions of the long-
time lemma:
(qtm I~, (t))




(qlm 4q (t) )
Although these two forms of the lemma are valid
strictly in the limit t~~, sufficient accuracy has been
achieved for values of t that are not only finite but also
relatively small. In computational implementation, Eq.
(16) is valid for t;„~t ~ t,„, while Eq. (17) is valid for
tF t t,„. To numerically implement the above lem-
ma, we can proceed in one of two ways.
(i) The full wave packet %~ (q, tF) can be obtained byqp
numerical solution of the TDSE directly in (the three-
dimensional) momentum space. Partial-wave S-matrix
elements can then be obtained by projection onto angular
momentum states.
(ii) Alternatively, the TDSE and the initial condition
can be first projected on angular momentum states, and
the resulting (decoupled) partial-wave TDSE's (in one
space variable) can then be integrated for each partial-
wave separately.
The first procedure, in its most general form, does not
make use of the rotational invariance, and can possibly be
useful in cases where the partial-wave series is slowly
converging. Of course, if the approximation space and
the initial wave packet are characterized by definite angu-
lar momentum quantum numbers, then the two ap-
proaches become equivalent. Since the second approach
is adopted in the present paper, we expand the wave
packet as
(qI+q ) = gY(* (Aq)Y( (Qq )Pq ((q, t) . (18)
The amplitudes (qI@ (t) ) and (qIy (t) ) and the profile
function f (q) are similarly decomposed into partial-qp
wave components, denoted by P &(q, t), y~ &(q, t), and
f~ &(q), respectively.gp
The partial-wave (PW) TDSE is
~ a
i g, , (q, t)—= g, (q, t)+ q'dq Vi(q q )4, t(q»Bt ~o ' 2p &o
(19)
with the initial condition
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(20)
Note that each initial partial-wave packet P~ i(q, tt, ) canqo
be chosen separately, i.e., without having to refer to a full
three-dimensional packet 4 &0(q tp ).
The S matrix in its long-time lemma formulation can









In order to determinate SI(q) computationally, discret-
izations in time and space must be introduced. Wave
packets do not move or spread in momentum space: their
support remains constant. Because of this, our computa-
tions were carried out in momentum space, even though
the potentials become integral operators, a feature easily
handled numerically in general.
A. Time discretization
Time discretization is used to integrate the PW TDSE
numerically. Of the various procedures available to ac-
complish this, we chose the conditionally stable, central
difference method [9]. This leads to a recursion relation
for affecting the time evolution. The method involves di-
viding the time interval into a mesh of spacing 5t, so that
t =tt +j 5t. Equ. ation (19), which is first order in time,
becomes
Since lSil =1, the momentum probability density of the
out state must be the same as that of the in state. Scatter-
ing therefore manifests itself as a modification of the
phase of the free wave packet.
The numerical time evolution of the full wave packet
necessarily involves an approximation of the kinetic-
energy operator due to the space and time discretizations.
Treating Ho approximately (i.e., numerically) in the con-
text of the full dynamics, but analytically with respect to
free wave-packet evolution, gives rise to a consistency
problem. As is often emphasized in a formal scattering
theory context, the S matrix represents a quantitative
comparison of dynamics for two Hamiltonians, namely
Ho+ V and Ho. Therefore it is essential that Ho be treat-
ed at the same level of approximation in both contexts.
Accordingly, we use the numerically propagated free
wave packet in the computational version of the long-
time lernrna. Failure to do so leads to nonunitary values
of Si(q), as demonstrated in Sec. V.
tor processors since the basic steps are repeated matrix-
vector rnultiplications and vector-vector additions. Al-
though more sophisticated algorithms are available
[10,11], time propagation was never a problem in carry-
ing out our calculations.
B. Spatial discretization
lP, i(t) & = flu„, &C„,(t) (24)
and
(25)
where the qo dependence of the expansion coefficients is
suppressed and the tilde denotes a numerically deter-
mined quantity.
When expansion (24) is used in the PW-TDSE, it will
give rise to an error term
(26)
In the Galerkin method, the error l8 & is required to be
orthogonal to the expansion functions
l u„&, i.e.,
( u„ l 6 & =0. This requirement yields
To realize the numerical solution of the PW TDSE, the
partial-wave Hilbert space has to be approximated by a
finite approximation space. The approximation space is
spanned by a chosen set of basis states, and has to be
large enough to allow an efficient approximation of
lP~ I(t) & and lP~ i(t) & over a reasonably large time
period. Denoting the basis states for the Ith partial wave
by lu„i &, n =1,2, ... ,N, their momentum representation
is u„i(q). Rather than choosing to use a typical set of
basis states defined globally, that is, over the entire
momentum space, we employed instead a locally defined
basis of piecewise interpolates, as in the finite-element
method [11].
The first step in carrying out the momentum discretiza-
tion is to reduce the range of momentum variables from
the infinite real line [0, oo ] to the finite domain [O,q,„].
The cutoff q,„ is mainly determined by the momentum
support of the initial wave packet, although the large
momentum behavior of V (iq, q') also plays a role. The
finite momentum domain is next divided into a set of
nonoverlapping subdomains (the "elements" of the
finite-element method), and the piecewise interpolates are
defined over this mesh. In our calculations the u„&(q)
were taken to be piecewise quadratics, whose functional
form is given in Sec. IV C.
The wave packets are expanded on the approximation
space via
IWq, I(tl+i) & = li)'jq 1(tj. i) & 2&fitHI lfq—,l(t) & (23)
(27)
where H& is the partial-wave Hamiltonian, given in
momentum space by Hi(q, q')=q (2p, ) '5(q —q')
+ V, (q, q').
Equation (23) is well suited to implementation on vec- b,„„.=(u„lu„.& = Jq dqu„(q)u„(q), . (28)
where the partial-wave index has been suppressed for no-
tational simplicity and
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while while the collocation version reads
H„„=(u„iH, iu„& . B(t,+, ) =B(t,-, ) —2i5th H()B(t, ),
The overlap integrals h„„will form a banded matrix of
relatively narrow width, while the Hamiltonian matrix
will essentially be full due to the nonlocal nature of the
potential in the momentum representation.
In an obvious matrix notation, (27) reads
i b, C(t) =HC(t). Using the central difference approxima-
tion for the time derivative, a recursive time propagation
scheme is obtained:
where (Ho)„„=(u„.~Ho~u„& and (Ho)„„=(q„~Ho~u„&.
Note that the same mesh sizes must be used in the cal-
culation of the free and full wave packets. Without doing
so, the numerical errors that enter into the numerator
and denominator of (10) or (17) do not cancel.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
C(t, +, )=C(t, , ) —2i5th 'HC(t, ) . (30) A. Two-particle interaction
An alternative procedure to calculate the expansion
coefficients is the collocation method. In this case, a set
of X points [q ] i in the interval [O,q,„] is selected,
and the error is required to vanish on this set of momen-
tum points, viz. , (q ~6 & =0. This leads to
——1
C(t, +, )=C(t, , ) 2i5—ti)), HC(t, ), (31)
vo(q q') =g(q)xg(q'},




The interaction V was taken to be of S-wave separable
form:
where
b, „=(q ~u„&=u„(q )
and
H..=(q. lH) lu. & .
(32)
(33}
Here P and A, are the range and strength parameters, re-
spectively. In our calculations, f3 was chosen to be 1.444
fm ', while k was selected to yield the bound-state ener-
gy c.b= —2.23 MeV. The two-body bound state simu-
lates a deuteron. The analytic form of the S matrix for





~ w„& = ~ u„& for the Galerkin method, and
~ w„& = ~q & for the collocation method.
Although the exact time evolution of the free wave
packet is used for the first time step, we use the numeri-
cally propagated free wave packet in the extraction of the
S matrix via the long-time lemma, which basically com-
pares the free and full wave packets. The numerical evo-
lution procedure for the free wave packet is completely
analogous to that for the full wave packet. The Galerkin
method gives
Since the basis functions are real, both schemes involve
the inversion of a real matrix, which, however, has to be
performed only once during all calculations using the
same set of basis functions (and the same set of colloca-
tion points).
Setting tJ, =0 in the rest of this article, the pair of
coefficient vectors C(0) and C(5t) are needed to initiate
the time propagation. By appropriate choices of the ini-
tial wave-packet parameters, the coordinate-space sup-
port of the incident wave packet at t =0 and 5t can be ar-
ranged to lie well outside the range of the potential. Un-
der this assumption, we can set C„(0)=B„(0) and
C (5t)=B (5t). The same assumption allows us to ob-
tain ~(}) (5t ) & analytically, viz. , (q ~(()q (5t ) &
—iE ht=e ' fq i(q). Thus the expansion coefficients B„(0)
and B„(5t) can be evaluated by applying either the
Galerkin or the collocation criterion to Eq. (25}:
B. Incident wave packet
i(q+qo)ro —(q+qo) d /2+e ' 'e (39)
where A' is a normalization constant. Here we have
suppressed the partial wave index l =0. The initial S-
wave packet is then given as
~Pq (t=0)&= Jq dq~q&fq (q), (40)
where ~q & denotes an S-wave momentum state. The
coordinate representation of the initial wave packet is
then
(r~P (t =0)&=Ae (41)
with 3 =d&vr. It is evident from this expression that
ro is the average position of the initial wave packet, while
d is its width. Furthermore, we see from (4) and (40) that
(qlPq (t)&=e" ' '"f (q), (42)
i.e., in momentum space, the packet does not spread, as
stated in the foregoing. Note also that f (q) can be ofqo
Since each partial wave propagates independently of
the others, we have limited ourselves to the S wave (1=0)
case. This choice is sufficient for evaluating the formal
and numerical procedures used herein. For the incident
packet, the S-wave averaging (or profile) function has







q0 ) d / 2
q()
B(t, +, )=B(t, , ) —2i5th 'H, B(t, ), (3S)
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any form: we have used a Gaussian for convenience only.
Typical values used for ro and d were ro=10 fm and






The new variable g is local with respect to the pth inter-
val. Next, we define the three quadratic polynomials [11]
tpg'''(q), rpg'(q), and rpI'(q), local to [Q~, gz+, ]:
q Z'(q) = ——,'P 1 —0»
The expansion basis we have used is a set of interpolat-
ing polynomials of piece-wise quadratic form. They are
most easily described in terms of the momenta local to
any one of the I subintervals (or elements) which form a
partition of the computational domain [O,q,„].The pth
partition is the interval [Q,g +, ], p = 1,2, . . .,I, whose
midpoint is denoted Q~, as in Fig. 1. Note that Q, =0
and QI+, =q,„. Not all intervals need be of the same
length.
The interpolates are defined on the interval [ —1, 1].
We therefore introduce the mapping of the interval
[Q~, g + 1]onto the standard interval [ —1, 1] via
Q Q Q
(b)
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the three piecewise
quadratics of Eq. (44) in the subinterval [Q~, Q~+i]. (a) Ipf'(q);
(» (p'4'(q); (c) (pI'(q) q&[Q, Q&+i].
with m =1,2, .. . ,I —1. Thus there is one function associ-
ated with each (internal) nodal point g~, p =2, 3, . . . ,I,
and with each midpoint Q~, p = 1,2, .. . ,I, giving a total of
2I —1 basis functions. Each basis function has a finite
support, two subintervals for functions associated with
nodal points g~, and one subinterval for functions corre-
sponding to the midpoints Q .
The final consideration is to collect together (and rela-
bel) the sets of nodal points {Q~ ] and midpoints {Q~ ] as
a set of interpoIation points {q, I:, ' defined via
q 4'(q) =1—0
qI'(q) =-,'P 1+() .
(44) q2, =Q~, p =1,2, . . . ,I
q2 =g~+, p=1,2, . . . ,I —1 .
(47)
These local functions are depicted in Figs. 2a —2c. They
have the following properties: q2$''(Q ) = 1, (pg''(Qz )
=qZ'(Q + )=o' q'4'(g, )=1 qi|'t'(Q, )=q'It'(Q,
~I('(g, . ) = 1, ~(I'(g, ) =A'(g, ) =o
The next step is to relate the local functions of Eqs.
(44) to the expansion basis {u (q)] used in Sec. II. To
enforce the requirement that the wave packet vanish at
q =0 and q,„,we omit yL" yz'. Then the 2I —1 expan-
sion functions are defined as follows:
t'M'(q» Q ~q~g +i
0 otherwise,
Then the basis functions have the property that
u (q~)=5 ~ . (48)
D. Specification of computational parameters
As a result, the expansion coefficients C (t) and B (t)
can be identified as C =lTtq (q, t), and B =pq (q, t).qo m~ qo
The set {q ],j = 1,2, . . . , 2I —1, is also a natural choice
for the collocation points, since the overlap matrix 6
( = ( q ~ u ) ) becomes the unit matrix. Other choices
are possible.
where m = 1,2, . . . , I, and
(45) The quantity extracted from our calculations is So(q),
given by
q'7'(q» Q -q-Q +i










Q QK I Q
FIG. l. A partitioning of the interval [O,q,„]into I subin-
tervals. The pth subinterval [Q,Q +, ] has midpoint Q, while
Q, =0 and QI+, =q
where T is a sampling time. We have already noted that
So(q) is much closer to the (analytically available) exact
2i50
values of So(q) =e than is the ratio
gq (q, T)Iraq (q, T) The reason .is that the numerical
time-evolution procedure introduces errors common to
both f and P. For t small enough, P(t) and the analyti-
cally evolved P(t) difFer by a phase factor that can be
characterized as a kind of numerical scattering. Howev-
er, for t large enough, the magnitude of the error be-
comes larger than unity, as we demonstrate in Sec. V by
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some comparisons of ~So ~ and ~lt /P9p Vp
To extract S&(q) from a wave-packet calculation, one
must specify the following: (i) the initial wave-packet pa-
rameters qo, ro, and d; (ii) the momentum cutoff q
(iii) the set of nodal points Q dividing the interval
[O,q,„]into I subintervals; (iv) the time step fit; and (v)
a choice of method (Galerkin or collocation).
The cutoff q,„ is determined by the extent of the
momentum-space support of the wave packet and the be-
havior of V(q, q'). In all cases studied, q,„=8fm ' was
found adequate. Denoting by E,„ the largest eigenvalue
of the Hamiltonian matrix, the stability condition for the
second-order time-difference scheme is E,„6t( 1. For
the present problem, E,„=q,„. Thus 5t=0.01 fm
was sufficient to ensure stability. In a few cases,
6t =0.002 fm was used as a check, with no discernible
effect on the quality of the results.
The number of mesh points as well as their placement
are each an essential ingredient to achieving results. The
specification of the number and distribution of nodal
points j Q ] involves a number of considerations such as
the width of the momentum distribution of the initial
packet and the transit time. First, the mesh does not
have to be evenly spaced. If we denote by qt (qH) the
lowest (highest) momentum whose probability density in
a given initial packet is greater than, say, 0.005, the mesh
in the intervals [O, qi ], and [qH, q,„]can be taken con-
siderably coarser than the mesh for the interval [qt, qH ],
which is the effective momentum support of the wave
packet.
Secondly, we observe that the coordinate-space repre-
sentation (r~u ) of the basis function u (q) defined on a
given partition [Q ] has negligible amplitude after a cer-
tain distance r,„, which is roughly given by
r „=2~/hq, where hq is the typical spacing between
the momentum mesh points. Of course, this boundary is
gradual rather than sharp. To obtain meaningful results,
time propagation has to be stopped before the
coordinate-space image of the wave packet reaches the
boundary. Otherwise, high-momentum components of
the wave packets will be reflected from the boundary, and
the refiected (incoming) part will interfere with the slower
outgoing portion. Thus the momentum discretization
must be fine enough to define a time period during which
the low-momentum tail for the wave packet is outside the
interaction region and at the same time the high-
momentum portion has not yet reached the (implicit)
boundary. That is, we need a time interval [tF,t,„]dur-
ing which the wave packet is free and outgoing so that
the long-time lemma can be applied.
A rough estimate of mesh size can be obtained as fol-
lows. The semiclassical transit time for the free wave
packet is 2prp/qp. However, if the ratio qp/qL is large,
the time needed for the slow components to leave the in-
teraction region might be much larger than the semiclas-
sical transit time. In fact, considering the time for a free
particle of momentum qL to move a distance of 2rp, we
obtain an estimate of tF as 2prp/qL. Thus one should not
expect to obtain accurate values of So(q) until t is about
qp/qL times the semiclassical transit time. On the other
hand, the distance traveled by the high-momentum com-
ponent of the wave packet during the interval [0,tF ] can
be estimated as qH tF /p: 2r pqH /qL. Therefore, r
should be at least [(2qH /qt ) —1]ro if boundary refiection
is to be avoided. Taking, as a rough estimate,
r „=2rpqH/qL, the mesh spacing needed comes out as
Aq =2m!r,„=mqL l(roqH ). Conversely, for a given set
(qo, ro, d) of wave-packet parameters, specification of bq
implies tF=2prolqt and t,„=2vrp/(qHbq). The con-
dition for the validity of the long-time lemma, viz. ,t,„)tF, then implies qH/qL &vr/(2robq). Thus, for
wave packets involving a large qH/qL ratio (i.e., a small
d), a very fine momentum mesh might have to be used.
For a fixed value of d, as qp is lowered the ratio qH/qL
and, hence, the number of mesh points needed increases.
The above estimates ensure reflection-free wave-packet
propagation, provided there are no resonances within the
effective momentum support of the wave packet. Howev-
er, a basis set defined on a momentum mesh fine enough
to satisfy the condition t,„)tF may not be large enough
to give an accurate expansion of the wave packets. Espe-
cially, for large transit times, the oscillations of the high-—iE t
momentum components (due to the e ' factor) might
become severe at the later stages of the time propagation.
That is, a basis expansion representation which is excel-
lent for small t can become degraded for very large t.
The case qp =1 fm provides an example of this. For an
accurate representation of such an oscillatory function, a
denser set of mesh points is required.
Adequacy of the computational parameters for a given
wave packet can be measured by how well the norms of
P~ (q, t) and g~ (q, t) are conserved throughout the timeq qp
evolution. Even if each of these norms remains within
0.01 or 0.001 of unity for all t sampled, this does not
guarantee that both ReSD(q) and ImSO(q) will be equally
accurate for each value of q. In general, those q closest to
qo yield the best So(q), in both the Galerkin and the col-
location cases. A basis-size deficiency and/or a boundary
reflection will be manifested as oscillations in the com-
puted values of So(q). An example of this is discussed in
Sec. V.
The arguments above show that the width parameter d
has a direct bearing on the computational cost of a
wave-packet calculation. For a given qp, as d gets small-
er, the basis size (hence the computational effort) needed
to achieve equivalent accuracy gets larger, but, at the
same time, S matrices over a larger energy range can be
extracted. A reasonable compromise is to choose d to
give a relatively low ratio of q&/qL. In the cases studied,
the value d =2 fm, for which qL =qp —1 fm ' and
q~ =qp+1 fm ', was nearly optimal.
Calculations have been carried out for the values
qp =1, 2, and 4 fm ', corresponding to energies of ap-
proximately 30, 120, and 480 MeV, respectively
(p=M /2). For qp =4 fm ', the value I=54 was used,
while for the two smaller qp the following were employed
to study the dependence on I: qp=2 fm ', I=55, 100,
and 110; qp=1 fm ', I=150 and 300. Various mesh
spacings were used in the computations, with most of the
mesh points covering the interval [qL, qH]. We remark
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again that the same mesh spacings and time intervals
must be used in calculating the free and full wave pack-
ets.
V. RESULTS
Although calculations have been performed for qo = 1,
2, and 4 fm ', most of the results presented and dis-
cussed in this section are for qo =2 fm ', as this case is
reasonably representative. A brief description of the
q0=1 and 4 fm ' cases is also included.
The goal of our calculations has been to produce
So(q) s of sufficient accuracy. In achieving this aim, we
have studied how So(q) varies with the sampling time T;
with the time step 5t; with the number and placement of
both the mesh points [q. ) and the collocation points
[q ] (where applicable); and finally with the type of time
evolution equation, viz. , Galerkin or collocation. In ad-
dition to examining these points, we have also investigat-
ed the momentum- and coordinate-space behavior of the
wave packet as it evolves under the action of the full
Hamiltonian H. Unitarity was tested by calculating
So (q)SO(q). This is a more stringent measure of the sta-
bility of the methods than the computation of the norms
as the packets evolve in time.
The q0=2 fm ' calculations have been carried out
with I=55, 100, and 110. The distributions
of mesh points are 0(0.1)4(0.2)6(0.4)8 for
I =55; 0(0.05}4(0.1)6(0.2}8 for I= 110, and
0(0.05)3.6(0.1)4.8(0.2)8 for I =100. Here the notation
q(hq)q' means that the interval [q, q'] is divided into
equal finite elements of length bq. Although accurate re-
sults could be obtained as early as T=8 fm, time propa-
gation was continued up to T=25 fm in order to demon-
strate the issues that come up in connection with very
long time propagation. In general, changes in I and 5T
had no effect on So(q) to (at worst) the third decimal
place, although other quantities such as the probability
densities did show some variations, some examples of
which are noted in the following. On the other hand, at
the larger sampling times, T & 19 fm, So(q) did show de-
viations from So(q) at either the higher or lower values of
q, although these deviations are much less than exhibited
by the wave packets.
The value I =100 was used in generating the results
displayed in this section. Shown will be the values of
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FIG. 4. Momentum-space probability distributions for qo =2
fm ' and I=100 at T=16 fm'. (a) Galerkin calculation; (b)
collocation case.
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and position-space probability densities, P(q, T)
[=I@~ (q, T)! ] and P(r, T) (:—!(r!@ )! ), each at
selected values of T. P(r, T) was obtained from the
Fourier transform of the 1(/~ (q, T).qo
The momentum-space probability density at T =0 was
significantly different from zero only for q in the range
1.0~ q ~ 3.0 fm '. We have therefore plotted So(q) and
P(q, T) only for q in this same range. Note that at the
upper end of this range, the semiclassical velocity is 6
fm ', so that after T=25 fm, that portion of the free
wave packet would have moved out to a distance of 140
fm, compared to the reflection boundary of about 120 fm.
Although this value suggests that reflections could occur,
none is evident in the extracted So(q) values, since the
weight of the q =5 fm ' component in the momentum
distribution is quite low. However, there is evidence for
reflection in the calculation with I=55, as will be dis-
cussed later on.
Figure 3 shows the momentum-space probability distri-
butions at T=8 fm . Their overall shapes are the same
as at T=O, but unlike the smooth curves obtained at
T=O, both the Galerkin and collocation curves show
wiggles for q & 2 fm '. These wiggles become more pro-
nounced and spread to smaller values of q as T increases,
as seen in the T =16 fm curves (Fig. 4). The variations
in height are rather more pronounced in the Galerkin
case than in the collocation case. By T=24 fm (Fig. 5),
the height variations in the Galerkin calculations have
become much greater than in the T = 16 fm case and are
again significantly greater than in the corresponding
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FIG. 3 ~ Momentum-space probability distribution for q0=2
fm ' and I=100 at T=8 fm (a) Galerkin case; (b) collocation
results.
FIG. 5. Momentum-space probability distributions for qo =2
fm ' and I=100at T=24 fm . (a) Galerkin results; (b) colloca-
tion calculation.
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TABLE I. Comparison of ~So ~ with
l&l = f» (q, T)/P» (q, T) for qo =2 fm ' and q =2 fm ' at

























Ideally the momentum probability density should be
smooth and independent of T for suSciently large T, be-
cause ~So~ =1 and P» (q, T)=SO(q)P (q, T) implies
~gq (T)~ =~/» (T)~ =~Pq (0)~ . The fact that the ratio
(q, T)/P (q, T) does not show such oscillations indi-qo qo
cates that essentially identical wiggles plague the numeri-
cal free wave packet and its momentum probability densi-
ty. In fact, the ~(t» (q, T) ~ vs q plots are practically indis-qo
tinguishable from those of
~ g (q, T) ~, for T ) tF. Theseqo
wiggles are a reflection of the inability of the expansion
basis to represent the rapid variations in g» (q, T) and
P» (q, T) for large T. Nevertheless, as discussed later inqo
more detail, the extracted So(q) values are quite accurate,
and satisfy unitarity to a high degree. In general, ~So~
differed from unity in the third (or higher) decimal place
for T large enough. We also have calculated
~
J~, where
J=g (q, T)/P (q, T) is the ratio of the numerically pro-
pagated wave packet to the exact time-evolved free wave
packet. This ratio demonstrates very convincingly the
cancellation of the numerical errors common to P» andqo
, but which do not occur in Pz . Some comparisons ofqo qo
ISo~ and ~J~ are given in Table I for the Galerkin case





increasing q and T (it is smaller at larger T for q =1 fm









FIG. 7. Position-space probability distribution for I=100 at
T=2 fm (Galerkin case).
that only at the smaller T, where numerical propagation





unity. The need to work with P is evident from thisqo
table.
In Figs. 6—11, we display P(r, T), the position-space
probability density for the Galerkin case. The T=O
curve of Fig. 6 is a standard Gaussian shape; the piece-
wise quadratic approximation is excellent. At T=2 fm
(Fig. 7) and T=4 fm (Fig. 8), P(r, T) clearly shows oscil-
lations; these occur because the interaction is no longer
negligible. In neither case has the center of the packet r,
returned to its initial position of 10 fm. By T=8 fm
(Fig. 9), r, is about 23 fm and the packet has become
smooth and has spread out considerably. From this
latter time until T=12 fm, the shape of P(r, T) is
smooth and the packet behaves as expected. Then at
T =13 fm, a slight wiggle occurs at the large r side of
the packet. By T=16 fm, this phenomenon has spread
over almost all of the packet, being most pronounced
near and to the right of the peak. Finally, at T=24 fm




























FIG. 6. Position-space probability distribution for I= 100 at
T=o (Galerkin case).
FIG. 8. Position-space probability distribution for I= 100 at
T=4 fm (Galerkin case).




















30 40 50 FIG. 11. Position-space probability distribution for I=100
at T=24 fm (Galerkin case).
FIG. 9. Position-space probability distribution for I =100 at
T=S fm (Galerkin case).
everywhere, with those of largest amplitude occurring at
the largest values of r at which P(r, T) was determined,
viz. , r =127 fm. Although this latter distance is greater
than the boundary of —120 fm, these oscillations are not
a manifestation of interference due to reAection. Sup-
porting this conclusion are the facts that (i) r, at T=24
fm is greater than r, at t =23 fm and (ii) the overall
shape of P(r, T) for r & r, is one in which the magnitude
decreases as r increases.
These figures raise intriguing questions. For example,
for T =8 fm, the smoothness ofboth P(q, T) and P(r, T),
plus the fact that r, is about 23 fm, suggests that the par-
ticles are well separated and that the packets are propa-
gating under Ho. But, since T is only 8 fm (a number
seemingly not asymptotic), can accurate values of So(q)
be obtained from implementation of the long-time lemma
at this apparently small value of 77 Furthermore, as T
increases to larger values which might justify use of the
long-time lemma, will the oscillations in the probability
densities prevent the extraction of So(q)'s of sufficient ac-
0.04—
curacy? The answers to these questions are yes and no,
respectively, as we demonstrate in the following.
As noted earlier, values of ReSO(q) and ImSO(q) have
been extracted for q in the range 1.0 q &3.0 fm '. At
T=6 fm, both the Galerkin and the collocation pro-
cedures produce fairly accurate values of So(q) for q
greater than about 1.6 fm. This is an unexpectedly low
value of T, yet one for which the long-time lemma is reli-
able, although not over the full range of q. At T =8 frn
the interval of reliability has become [1.3 fm, 3.0
fm '], with the collocation results slightly more accurate
than those from the Galerkin analysis. The less accurate
Galerkin values of So(q) for T =8 fm are shown in Fig.
12. Except for the most slowly moving (lower q) posi-
tions of the wave packet, the long-time lemma is evident-
ly functioning quite reliably. The crucial point is that it
is the product q T rather than T itself which is the better
measure of asyrnptotia.
Jumping to T =16 fm, for which the wiggles in
P(q, T) extend over much of the q interval, the overall
agreement between So(q) and So(q) is excellent (as it is
also at T=13, 14, and 15 fm ), the biggest deviations be-
ing seen at low q for ImSO(q), where they are a few per-
cent in the Galerkin case, results for which are shown in
Fig. 13. This case is especially important, since it shows
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FIG. 10. Position-space probability distribution for I=100
at T= 16 fm (Galerkin case).
FIG. 12. Comparison of exact ( ) and Galerkin-based
wave-packet ( - - - - — ) values of the I =0 S-matrix elements for
qp=2 fm ' and I=100 at T=8 fm . (a) Real parts; (b) imagi-
nary parts.
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FIG. 13. Comparison of exact ( ) and Galerkin-based
wave-packet ( - - - - - ) values of the l =0 S-matrix elements for
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1T~ (q, T) are indeed canceled by those in the numericallyqo
propagated free wave packet, as previously claimed.
The accuracy of So(q) continues to range from very
good (1—2%%uo error) to excellent over the whole interval
[1.0 fm ', 3.0 fm '] up to T=20 fm, with the colloca-
tion values being slightly the better ones. At T =21 fm,
this changes, and the collocation values of So(q) show, at
the largest q, deviations whose size is about equal to those
from the Galerkin calculations. This behavior becomes
more pronounced as T increases; Fig. 14 gives a compar-
ison between the Galerkin and collocation results for
T=24 fm, where the errors in the collocation-derived
So(q) values for q ~ 2.4 fm ' are striking. Due to the
q T factor, the deficiency of the basis size in representing
a highly oscillatory function manifests itself first in the
high-momentum tail of the wave packet. Evidently, the
Galerkin procedure is more eScient in minimizing the er-
ror term
~
6 ) [of Eq. (26)] than the collocation procedure.
We close this subsection by noting that the results for
I=55 are noticeably poorer than those for I=100 or
110. Since the same momentum interval is spanned for
each of the preceding values of I, it is clear that b,q for
I =55 is, on average, about twice that for I=100 or 110.
Hence fewer interpolates are being used to span larger
mesh intervals. Not only does this mean a less accurate
representation of the solution when I=55, it also leads to
a spatial domain of about 60 fm, half the size of the
I=100 and 110 cases. The behavior of r, (T) suggests
that interference due to the reflection of high-momentum
components begins to occur after T=14 fm . From
T=6 to 14, r, increases linearly with T, in accordance
with the semiclassical view of an outgoing free wave
packet. Then the packet slows down and r, reaches a
maximum value of about 57 fm at T= 17 fm, after which
r, starts to decrease. In fact, by T=25 fm, the center of
the packet recedes to about 36 fm.
Interference effects due to reflection also show up in
S(q), although at somewhat larger times than suggested
by the behavior of r, . In fact, S(q) vs q curves do not ex-
hibit any discernible effect of reflection until after T=20
fm . This is quite remarkable in view of the fact that'
r, =53.9 fm at T=20 fm . Figure 15 shows ReSO(q)
and ImSO(q) for T=25 fm, a time at which the packet is
once again free, but incoming. The interference
phenomenon occurs for q) 2. 1 fm ', and is especially
strong in ImSO(q) for q =2.4 fm . Note that the
discrepancy between ImSO(q) and ImSO(q) for q ~2. 1
fm is a characteristic of the calculations for all T, not
just the largest values. These discrepancies arise from the
inability of the basis for I=56 to accurately represent the
evolving wave packet. Use of a sufficiently large I is
essential if the interference and inaccuracy problems are
to be avoided. This is especially important in the three-
particle case.
For qp =1 fm ' two Galerkin calculations were per-
formed, one for which I=150, the other having I=300.
In order to reduce the qH/qL ratio, the width parameter
d was taken as 2.7 fm. Thus the range of q for which
sufficiently accurate So(q) is obtained is narrower for
qo=l fm ' than in the qo=2 frn ' case. With qo=1.0
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FIG. 14. Comparison of exact ( ) and both the
Galerkin- and collocation-based wave-packet ( - - - - - ) values of
the l =0 S-matrix elements for I=100 at T=24 frn . (a) Real
parts (Galerkin); (b) real parts (collocation); (c) imaginary parts
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FIG. 15. Comparison of exact ( ) and Galerkin-based
wave-packet ( - - - - - ) values of the 1=0 S-matrix elements for
qo=2 frn ' and I=55 at T=25 frn . (a) Real parts; (b) imagi-
nary parts.
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or less in both ReSo(q) and ImSo(q) is 0.6(q (1.8 fm
for both I=150 and 300. This accuracy is typically ob-
tained for T~32 fm . This same behavior was found
when collocation was used (I=150). No improvement in
the accuracy of So(q) was obtained when going from
I=150 to 300, even though the wave-packet norm be-
comes more accurate.
For q0=4 fm ', the smallest q interval was 0.1 fm
implying a reflection boundary at about 60 fm. Time
propagation was continued until T=10 fm, a value
larger than the estimated t,„ for the present case. In
fact, reffection phenomena manifests itself in r, (T) start-
ing at about T=8 fm . However, it does not exhibit a
pronounced effect on the accuracy of So(q) for q in the
range [qo
—1 fm ', qo+ 1 fm '] until T= 10 fm .
ImSo(q) was extremely accurate for T=3—8 fm over the
entire range of q and lost a little accuracy for q & 4 fm
at T =9 fm and lost slightly more accuracy for q )3.6
fm ' at T= 10 fm . ReSo(q) was most accurate over the
full range of q at T=3 fm and became less accurate
(the error is approximately equal to a few percent) with
increasing T. This was not sufficient to cause iSo(q)i to
be less accurate than about 99%%uo. Overall, both ReS&(q)
and ImSo(q) were correct to at least two decimal places
for T) 3 fm and q in the range [qo —1 fm ', qo+ 1
fm '].
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been shown that the long-time lemma is a com-
putationally viable method for extracting sharp-energy
S-matrix elements from a time-dependent wave-packet
description of two-body scattering. For each of the three
central momenta qo considered, viz. , 1, 2, and 4 fm ', ac-
curate values of So(q) have been obtained for q within
roughly 1 fm ' of qo, with q =0.6 fm ' being the small-
est momentum for which the method has been successful.
Very likely smaller q (qo) could be used, but that would
mean a much larger number of mesh points.
The key elements of the calculation are the use of nu-
merically propagated free wave packets and the
momentum-space formulation of the problem. The latter
choice requires that one deals with potentials expressed
as integral operators, for which the present case of a se-
parable potential is an important simplification. In the
more general case of potentials which are local in posi-
tion space, the integral-operator, momentum-space form
can be circumvented by performing the relevant integrals
in coordinate space and then transforming. Such Fourier
transformations would presumably be an essential part of
any calculation, just as they are in the present case, since
they relate position and momentum-space wave packets.
The use of numerically propagated free wave packets
compensates for the inaccuracies that arise due to the nu-
merical time evolution: the momentum densities show
wiggles, in some cases quite large, that are characteristic
of decreased accuracy, yet the S-matrix elements, which
are the ratios of the numerically propagated full and free
wave packets, are remarkably stable and accurate. We
also note that the constant support of the momentum-
space wave packets allows for very long time propaga-
tion. This would lead to a very large coordinate-space
domain, if the calculation were to be performed in posi-
tion space, with its attendant diminishing of the wave
packets via spreading.
The purpose of these calculations has been to demon-
strate both the feasibility and accuracy of the method, as
well as to explore some of the ranges of validity of the
various parameters. The method is an essential in-
gredient in the three-particle computations we have per-
formed, but is seen to be a useful and interesting alterna-
tive to the more standard time-dependent ones involving
either position-space and boundary conditions or
momentum-space and singularity analysis.
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